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SESHADRI CONSTANTS VIA TORIC DEGENERATIONS
ATSUSHI ITO
Abstract. We give a method to estimate Seshadri constants on toric varieties at
any point. By using the estimations and toric degenerations, we can obtain some
new computations or estimations of Seshadri constants on non-toric varieties. In
particular, we investigate Seshadri constants on hypersurfaces in projective spaces
and Fano 3-folds with Picard number one in detail.
1. Introduction
Let X be a projective variety and p ∈ X a point. In [Dem], Demailly defined an
interesting invariant which measures the positivity of nef line bundles on X at the
point p.
Definition 1.1. Let L be a nef line bundle on a projective variety X, and take a
(possibly singular) closed point p ∈ X. The Seshadri constant of L at p is defined to
be
ε(X,L; p) = ε(L; p) := max{ t ≥ 0 |µ∗L− tE is nef },
where µ : X˜ → X is the blowing up at p and E = µ−1(p) is the exceptional divisor.
Remark 1.2. Note that we can define ε(X,L; p) for a nef Q-line bundle L by the same
definition.
This invariant has some interesting properties. For example, lower bounds for Se-
shadri constants imply jet separation of adjoint linear series [Dem] and lower bounds
for Gromov width (an invariant in symplectic geometry) [MP]. Upper bounds some-
times give fibrations or foliations [Na2], [HK]. Seshadri constants are used to define
the Ross-Thomas’ slope stabilities for polarized varieties [RT].
Unfortunately it is very difficult to compute or estimate Seshadri constants in gen-
eral. To obtain upper bounds for Seshadri constants, we have to show the non-nefness
of a line bundle. Thus it suffices to find a curve which has a negative intersection
number with the line bundle. But for lower bounds, we have to show the non-existence
of such curves, and this is very difficult in general. Many authors study surfaces, but
estimates for the Seshadri constant in higher dimensional cases are rare. In higher
dimensional cases, the following results are known.
In [EKL], Ein, Ku¨chle, and Lazarsfeld show that ε(X,L; p) ≥ 1/dimX holds for
a very general point p ∈ X for any polarized variety (X,L). Seshadri constants on
abelian varieties are studied by [Na1], [La1], [Bau], etc. Even in toric cases, Seshadri
constants are computed only at a torus invariant point [Di], [B+].
The starting point of the present paper is to study Seshadri constants at any point
on a toric variety. Let M be a free abelian group of rank n and set MR = M ⊗Z R.
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For an integral polytope P ⊂ MR of dimension n, we can define a polarized toric
variety (XP , LP ), which has an action by the torus TM ∼= (C×)n. As we will see later
in Proposition 3.12, we can reduce the study of ε(XP , LP , p) for p ∈ XP to the case p
is torus invariant, or p is contained in the maximal orbit OP ⊂ XP . Since the former
case is already studied, it suffices to consider the latter case. By the torus action,
ε(XP , LP , p) is constant for any p ∈ OP . Thus we may assume p = 1P ∈ OP , where
1P is the identity of OP ∼= TM .
The following theorem extends Theorem 2.2 in [Ec] for toric surfaces to all higher
dimensional toric varieties.
Theorem 1.3 (cf. Theorem 3.6). Let P be a rational polytope of dimension n in
MR. Fix a surjective group homomorphism πZ : M → Z, and let π : MR → R be the
linear projection induced from πZ. For t ∈ π(P ) ∩Q such that P (t) := P ∩ π−1(t) is
n− 1-dimensional, we have
ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) ≥ min{ |π(P )|, ε(XP (t) , LP (t); 1P (t)) },
where |π(P )| is the standard Euclidian length of π(P ) ⊂ R.
Since P (t) in the above theorem is an n − 1-dimensional rational polytope, we
can obtain a lower bound for ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) inductively by this theorem. The Eckl’s
proof relies on jet separation of linear systems. On the other hand, our proof is more
geometric, that is, we use a rational map XP 99K XP (t) induced from the above data
to estimate intersection numbers with curves and line bundles.
We illustrate Theorem 1.3 by one example.
Example 1.4. Let P ⊂ R2 be the convex hull of (1, 0), (0, 1), and (−1,−1) as in
Figure 1. Set π : R2 → R to be the projection onto the second factor, and take
t = 0 ∈ π(P ) ∩Q.
Since π(P ) = [−1, 1] and P (0) = P ∩ π−1(0) = [−1/2, 1], we have |π(P )| = 2 and
ε(XP (0), LP (0); 1P (0)) = |P (0)| = 3/2. Thus Theorem 1.3 says that
ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) ≥ min{2, 3/2} = 3/2.
1
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Figure 1.
Lower bounds in toric case sometimes give interesting lower bounds in non-toric
case. To state this, we introduce the following notation.
Definition 1.5. Let L be a nef line bundle on a projective variety X. The Seshadri
constant ε(X,L; 1) of L at a very general point is defined to be
ε(X,L; 1) := ε(X,L; p)
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for a very general point p ∈ X. Note that ε(X,L; 1) is well-defined, i.e., ε(X,L; p) is
constant for a very general p (see [La2, Example 5.1.11]).
Since ampleness is an open condition in a flat family, Seshadri constants are es-
sentially lower semicontinuous. Thus if we can degenerate a given polarized variety
(X,L) to a toric one, we obtain a lower bound for ε(X,L; 1) by Theorem 1.3.
We illustrate this strategy with cubic surfaces. Let S ⊂ P3 be a very general cubic
surface. The surface S degenerates to the hypersurface
S0 := Zeros(T
3
0 − T1T2T3) ⊂ P3,
where T0, . . . , T3 are the homogeneous coordinates on P
3. It is easy to see that
(S0,OS0(1)) is isomorphic to the polarized toric variety (XP , LP ) for P ⊂ R2 in
Example 1.4. From the lower semicontinuity and Example 1.4, we have
ε(S,OS(1); 1) ≥ ε(S0,OS0(1); 1) = ε(XP , LP ; 1) ≥ 3/2.
In fact, it is well known that ε(S,OS(1); 1) = 3/2 holds (cf. [ST, Example 2.1]).
By similar arguments, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.6 (cf. Proposition 4.4, Theorem 4.9). For a very general hypersurface
X ⊂ Pn+1 of degree d, we have
⌊ n
√
d⌋ ≤ ε(X,OX (1); 1) ≤ n
√
d.
Remark 1.7. In Example 4.6, we will show a refined statement of Theorem 1.6, which
recovers the above lower bound 3/2 for cubic surfaces.
Iskovskih classified smooth Fano 3-folds with Picard number 1 into 17 families
in [Is1], [Is2]. By [Ga], [CI], and [ILP], toric degenerations of such 3-folds are well
studied. Using the degenerations, we obtain the following explicit values.
Theorem 1.8 (=Theorem 4.12). For each family of smooth Fano 3-folds with Picard
number 1, ε(X,−KX ; 1) is as in Table 1, where X is a very general member in the
family. We refer the reader to [IP] for the description of X12,X16,X18, and X22.
No. Index (−KX)3 Description ε(X,−KX ; 1)
1 1 2 a hypersurface of degree 6 in P(1, 1, 1, 1, 3) 6/5
2 1 4 the general element of the family is a quar-
tic
4/3
3 1 6 a complete intersection of a quadric and a
cubic
3/2
4 1 8 a complete intersection of three quadrics 2
5 1 10
the general element is a section of G(2, 5)
in Plu¨cker embedding by 2 hyperplanes
and a quadric
2
6 1 12 X12 ⊂ P8 2
7 1 14
a section of G(2, 6) by 5 hyperplanes in
Plu¨cker embedding
2
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8 1 16 X16 ⊂ P10 2
9 1 18 X18 ⊂ P11 2
10 1 22 X22 ⊂ P13 2
11 2 8 · 1 a hypersurface of degree 6 in P(1, 1, 1, 2, 3) 2
12 2 8 · 2 a hypersurface of degree 4 in P(1, 1, 1, 1, 2) 2
13 2 8 · 3 a cubic 2
14 2 8 · 4 a complete intersection of two quadrics 2
15 2 8 · 5 a section of G(2, 5) by 3 hyperplanes in
Plu¨cker embedding
2
16 3 27 · 2 a quadric 3
17 4 64 · 1 P3 4
Table 1: Seshadri constants on Fano 3-folds with ρ = 1
The definition of Seshadri constants can be easily generalized to multi-point cases
(cf. [La2, Definition 5.4.1], [B+, Definition 1.9]). We define the multi-point version
at very general points.
Definition 1.9. Let L be a nef line bundle on a projective variety X. For a positive
integer r and m = (m1, . . . ,mr) ∈ Rr≥0 \ 0, the Seshadri constant ε(X,L;m) of L at
very general points with weight m is defined to be
ε(X,L;m) := max{ t ≥ 0 |µ∗L− t
r∑
i=1
miEi is nef },
where µ : X˜ → X is the blowing up at very general r points p1, . . . , pr ∈ X and
Ei = µ
−1(pi) is the exceptional divisor over pi.
Theorem 1.6 can be generalized to the multi-point case as follows.
Theorem 1.10 (=Theorem 4.9). For a very general hypersurface X ⊂ Pn+1 of degree
d, we have
⌊ n
√
d/(mn1 + · · ·+mnr )⌋ ≤ ε(X,OX (1);m) ≤ n
√
d/(mn1 + · · ·+mnr )
for any m = (m1, . . . ,mr) ∈ Nr \ 0.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some notations, con-
ventions, and well known facts about Seshadri constants. In Section 3, we examine
Seshadri constants on toric varieties and establish Theorem 1.3. In Section 4, we
prove Theorems 1.6, 1.8, and 1.10. Throughout this paper, we consider varieties or
schemes over the complex number field C.
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2. Preliminary
2.1. Notations and conventions. We denote by N,Z,Q,R, and C the set of all
natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers
respectively. In this paper, N contains 0. We define R≥0 := {x ∈ R |x ≥ 0}. For
x ∈ R, ⌊x⌋, ⌈x⌉ ∈ Z are the round down and the round up of x respectively. We
denote by e1, . . . , en the standard basis of Z
n or Rn.
Unless otherwise stated, M stands for a free abelian group of rank n ∈ N through-
out this paper. We define MK :=M ⊗Z K for any field K. For a subset S ⊂MR, we
denote the convex hull of S by conv(S). We write Σ(S) for the closed convex cone S
spans. For t ∈ R, tS := {tu |u ∈ S}. For u ∈ MR, S + u := {u′ + u |u′ ∈ S} is the
parallel translation of S by u.
A subset P ⊂MR is called a polytope if it is the convex hull of a finite set in MR.
A polytope P is integral (resp. rational) if all vertices are in M (resp. MQ). The
dimension of P is the dimension of the affine space spanned by P . When σ is a face
of a polytope P ⊂ MR, we write σ ≺ P . For a polytope P ⊂ MR with rankM = 1,
we denote by |P |M or |P | the standard Euclidean length of P under an identification
of M ⊂MR with Z ⊂ R.
For free abelian groups M and M ′ of rank n and r, a linear map π : MR → M ′R
is called a lattice projection if π is induced from a surjective group homomorphism
M →M ′.
For a variety X, we say a property holds at a very general point of X if it holds
for all points in the complement of the union of countably many proper subvarieties.
Throughout this paper, a divisor means a Cartier divisor. We use the words “di-
visor”,“line bundle”, and “invertible sheaf” interchangeably.
We call a pair (X,L) a (Q-)polarized variety if X is a projective variety and L is
an ample (Q-)line bundle on X.
2.2. Seshadri constants. We refer the reader to [La2, Chapter 5] for the basic
treatment of Seshadri constants. The following facts are well known and follow easily
from the definition of Seshadri constants. We will use these facts later repeatedly.
Fact 2.1. Let L be a nef line bundle on a projective variety X. Then the following
hold.
(1) We have an inequality ε(L; 1) ≤ n√Ln, where n is the dimension of X. Sim-
ilarly, ε(L;m) ≤ n√Ln/(mn1 + · · ·+mnr ) holds for any m = (m1, . . . ,mr) ∈
Rr≥0 \ 0.
(2) For a subvariety Y of X, ε(X,L; p) ≤ ε(Y,L|Y ; p) holds for any p ∈ Y ⊂ X.
(3) We have
ε(X,L; p) = inf
C
{
C.L
multp(C)
}
,
where C moves all reduced and irreducible curves on X passing through p, and
multp(C) is the multiplicity of C at p.
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3. Seshadri constants on toric varieties
In this section, we investigate Seshadri constants on toric varieties and prove The-
orem 1.3. We treat non-normal toric varieties in this paper. We refer the reader to
[Fu] for toric varieties.
Definition 3.1. Let Γ ⊂ N × M be a finitely generated subsemigroup such that
Γ ∩ ({0} ×M) = {0} and Γ generates Z ×M as a group. We define a Q-polarized
toric variety (X(Γ), L(Γ)) as follows.
(X(Γ), L(Γ)) := (ProjC[Γ],OProjC[Γ](1)).
The torus TM := SpecC[M ] naturally acts on (X(Γ), L(Γ)).
The moment polytope ∆(Γ) of (X(Γ), L(Γ)) is defined to be
∆(Γ) := Σ(Γ) ∩ ({1} ×MR) ⊂ {1} ×MR,
which can be regarded as a rational polytope in MR naturally.
For a rational polytope P ⊂MR of dimension n, we define the normal Q-polarized
toric variety (XP , LP ) by
(XP , LP ) := (X(ΓP ), L(ΓP )),
where ΓP := Σ({1} × P ) ∩ (N ×M). We write the maximal orbit of XP as OP , and
denote by 1P ∈ OP = TM the identity of the torus. For a face σ of P , there is a
natural closed embedding Xσ →֒ XP . Hence we can regard Xσ as a closed subvariety
of XP , and Oσ is considered as a TM -orbit in XP .
Remark 3.2. (1) For any semigroup Γ as in Definition 3.1, the normalization of
(X(Γ), L(Γ)) is µ : (X∆(Γ), L∆(Γ)) → (X(Γ), L(Γ)) induced by Γ →֒ Σ(Γ) ∩ (N ×M)
(see [Ei, Exercise 4.22]). When P is an integral polytope, LP is a line bundle.
(2) For any integral polytope P ⊂MR of dimension n and any face σ ≺ P , ε(XP , LP ; p)
is constant for p ∈ Oσ because of the torus action. In particular, ε(XP , LP ; 1) (in the
sense of Definition 1.5) coincides with ε(XP , LP ; 1P ).
3.1. At a point in the maximal orbit. In this subsection, we estimate ε(XP , LP ; 1P )
for an integral polytope P .
Lemma 3.3. Let π :MR →M ′R be a lattice projection with rankM = n, rankM ′ = r,
and P ⊂MR an integral polytope of dimension n. Then the closure (TM ′ , LP |TM′ ) of
TM ′ in XP is a polarized toric variety whose moment polytope is π(P ) ⊂M ′R, where
TM ′ →֒ TM = OP ⊂ XP is induced by the surjection π|M :M →M ′.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram
ΓP = Σ({1} × P ) ∩ (N×M)

  //
	
N×M
idN×pi|M

Γpi(P ) = Σ({1} × π(P )) ∩ (N×M ′) 
 // N×M ′,
and set Γ′ = (idN×π|M )(ΓP ). The semigroup Γ′ generates Z ×M ′ as a group and
∆(Γ′) = π(P ) because dimP = n and π|M : M →M ′ is surjective.
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The above diagram induces
XP = ProjC[ΓP ]
	
TM?
_
i
oo
X(Γ′) = ProjC[Γ′]
?
ι
OO
TM ′ ,
?
OO
? _
i′
oo
where ι is a closed embedding, and i, i′ are open immersions. Therefore, we have
(TM ′ , LP |TM′ ) = (X(Γ
′), L(Γ′)), whose moment polytope is ∆(Γ′) = π(P ). 
Let π : MR → M ′R and P be as in Lemma 3.3, and set P (u′) = π−1(u′) ∩ P for
u′ ∈ π(P ) ∩M ′Q.
u′
P
MR M
′
R
P (u′)
//
OO OO
pi //
ttttttttttt
❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
PPP
PPP
PPP
P

Figure 2.
An splitting M ∼= kerπ|M ⊕ M ′ of 0 → kerπ|M → M pi|M→ M ′ → 0 induces
an identification of π−1(u′) with ker π, hence we can consider P (u′) as a rational
polytope in kerπ = (ker π|M )R. Assume that the dimension of P (u′) is n − r. Then
P (u′) defines the Q-polarized toric variety (XP (u′), LP (u′)), and the isomorphic class
of (XP (u′), LP (u′)) does not depend on the choice of the splitting M ∼= ker π|M ⊕M ′.
Lemma 3.4. Let π : MR →M ′R and P be as in Lemma 3.3, and take u′ ∈ π(P )∩M ′Q
such that dimP (u′) = n− r. Then, there exists a generically surjective rational map
ϕ : XP 99K XP (u′) such that for any resolution µ : Y → XP of the indeterminacy of
ϕ, the following conditions hold.
(i) µ∗LP − f∗LP (u′) is Q-effective, where f = ϕ ◦ µ,
(ii) µ(f−1(1P (u′))) ∩OP = TM ′ holds for 1P (u′) ∈ OP (u′) ⊂ XP (u′).
Y
µ //
f ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
XP
ϕ
✤
✤
✤
XP (u′)
Proof. By considering kP for sufficiently large and divisible k ∈ N, we may assume
that u′ is contained in M ′ and P (u′) is an integral polytope. Furthermore, by con-
sidering P − u for u ∈ (π|M )−1(u′), we may assume u′ = 0 ∈ M ′. Hence P (u′) is an
integral polytope in π−1(0) = (ker π|M )R.
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Consider the following commutative diagram
ΓP = Σ({1} × P ) ∩ (N×M) 
 //
	
N×M
ΓP (u′) = Σ({1} × P (u′)) ∩ (N × ker π|M )
?
ψ
OO
  // N× kerπ|M .
?
OO
This commutative diagram induces
XP = ProjC[ΓP ]
ϕ
✤
✤
✤
	
OP = TM?
_oo
ϕ|TM
XP (u′) = ProjC[ΓP (u′)] OP (u′) = Tker pi|M .
? _oo
Then ϕ is generically surjective because ϕ|TM is surjective. We show this ϕ satisfies
(i) and (ii) in the statement of this lemma.
Since ϕ|−1TM (1P (u′)) = TM ′ , (ii) is clear.
Let µ : Y → XP be a resolution of the indeterminacy of ϕ. Both XP ,XP (u′) are
normal and µ, f have connected fibers. Thus we have⊕
k∈N
H0(Y, kf∗LP (u′)) =
⊕
k∈N
H0(XP (u′), kLP (u′)) = ΓP (u′),
⊕
k∈N
H0(Y, kµ∗LP ) =
⊕
k∈N
H0(XP , kLP ) = ΓP .
Therefore an injection f∗LP (u′) →֒ µ∗LP is induced from the injection ψ : ΓP (u′) →
ΓP . Hence (i) holds. 
We need one more lemma, which states that lower and upper bounds for Seshadri
constants are obtained from surjective morphisms. Recall that for a line bundle L
on a projective variety, the stable base locus of L is defined to be B(L) := Bs(|kL|)
for sufficiently large and divisible k ∈ N, which does not depend on such k; see [La2,
Remark 2.1.24].
Lemma 3.5. Let f : Y → Z be a surjective morphism between projective varieties.
Assume that L,L′ are nef Q-divisors on Y,Z respectively such that L − f∗L′ is Q-
effective. Then
min{ min
1≤i≤r
ε(Yi, L|Yi ; y), ε(Z,L′; f(y))} ≤ ε(Y,L; y) ≤ min
1≤i≤r
ε(Yi, L|Yi ; y)
holds for y 6∈ B(L − f∗L′), where Y1, . . . , Yr are all the irreducible components of
f−1(f(y)) containing y with the reduced structures.
Proof. We may assume L and L′ are ample. In fact, for nef L,L′, choose ample
divisors A,A′ on Y,Z such that y 6∈ B(A− f∗A′), and consider L+ δA,L′+ δA′ with
δ > 0 instead of L,L′. Then we can show this lemma from ample cases by δ → 0.
The second inequality is clear by the definition of Seshadri constants, thus it is
enough to show the first one. For the sake of simplicity, we set z = f(y).
Fix a curve C ⊂ Y containing y. By Fact 2.1 (3), it suffices to show
min{min
i
ε(Yi, L|Yi ; y), ε(Z,L′; z)} ≤
C.L
multy(C)
.(∗)
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Case 1. C ⊂ f−1(z).
Since C ⊂ Yi for some i, C.L
multy(C)
=
C.L|Yi
multy(C)
≥ ε(Yi, L|Yi ; y) holds.
Case 2. C 6⊂ f−1(z).
Set C ′ = f(C) with the reduced structure, and fix a rational number 0 < t <
ε(Z,L′; z). Then for any sufficiently large and divisible k ∈ N, there exists
D′ ∈ |kL′ ⊗ mktz | such that C ′ 6⊂ SuppD′ by the ampleness of L′ and [La2,
Lemma 5.4.24]. Since f∗D′ ∈ |kf∗L′ ⊗mkty | and C 6⊂ Supp f∗D′, we have
k(C.L) = kC.(L− f∗L′ + f∗L′)
= kC.(L− f∗L′) +C.f∗D′
≥ C.f∗D′
≥ kt ·multy(C).
Note C.(L − f∗L′) ≥ 0 holds by the assumption y 6∈ B(L − f∗L′). Therefore
C.L
multy(C)
≥ t holds and we have C.L
multy(C)
≥ ε(Z,L′; z) by t→ ε(Z,L′; z).
Thus for any curve C ⊂ Y containing y, (∗) holds. 
By combining Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, we obtain the following theorem, which
will be used to estimate ε(XP , LP ; 1P ). Theorem 1.3 is nothing but the last statement
in this theorem. The lower bound in this theorem is essentially a generalization of an
Eckl’s result [Ec, Theorem 2.2], which is the case n = 2, r = 1. In contrast with our
geometric approach, Eckl’s proof is more algebraic.
Theorem 3.6. Let π : MR → M ′R be a lattice projection for free abelian groups M
and M ′ of rank n and r. Let P ⊂MR be an n-dimensional integral polytope, and fix
u′ ∈ π(P ) ∩M ′Q such that dimP (u′) = n− r. We have
min{ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )), ε(XP (u′), LP (u′); 1P (u′))}
≤ ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) ≤ ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )).
In particular, we obtain
min{ |π(P )|, ε(XP (u′), LP (u′); 1P (u′))} ≤ ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) ≤ |π(P )|
when r = 1.
Proof. Let ϕ : XP 99K XP (u′) be the rational map defined in Lemma 3.4. For a toric
resolution µ : Y → XP of the indeterminacy of ϕ, the stable base locus B(µ∗LP −
f∗LP (u′)) is contained in Y \ O, where O is the maximal orbit of Y . By applying
Lemma 3.5 to f : Y → XP (u′), µ∗LP , LP (u′), and the identity 1Y of the torus O ⊂ Y ,
we have
min{ε(Y1, (µ∗LP )|Y1 ; 1Y ), ε(XP (u′), LP (u′); 1P (u′))}
≤ ε(Y, µ∗LP ; 1Y ) ≤ ε(Y1, (µ∗LP )|Y1 ; 1Y ),
where Y1 is the irreducible component of f
−1(1P (u′)) containing 1Y . Since µ : Y → XP
and f |Y1 : Y1 → TM ′(⊂ XP ) are birational and isomorphic around 1Y from the proof
of Lemma 3.4, it holds that ε(Y, µ∗LP ; 1Y ) = ε(XP , LP ; 1P ), ε(Y1, (µ
∗LP )|Y1 ; 1Y ) =
ε(TM ′ , LP |TM′ ; 1P ). The normalization of (TM ′ , LP |TM′ ) is (Xpi(P ), Lpi(P )) by Lemma
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3.3. Since Seshadri constants at very general points are unchanged by normalization,
we have
ε(Y1, (µ
∗LP )|Y1 ; 1Y ) = ε(TM ′ , LP |TM′ ; 1P ) = ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )),
and the theorem follows.
The last statement is clear since ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )) = degLpi(P ) = |π(P )| holds
when r = 1. 
Remark 3.7. If ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )) ≤ ε(XP (u′), LP (u′); 1P (u′)) holds for some π and
u′ in Theorem 3.6, we have ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) = ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )). As we will see
in the following examples, we can sometimes compute ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) explicitly by
finding such π and u′.
Example 3.8. Set P = conv((0, 0), (a, 0), (0, b), (a, b)) ⊂ R2 for a ≤ b ∈ N \ 0. We
apply Theorem 3.6 to the projection π : R2 → R onto the first factor and u′ = 0 ∈ R.
Then ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) = ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )) = a by Remark 3.7 because |π(P )| =
a ≤ b = ε(XP (0), LP (0); 1P (0)). Note that (XP , LP ) = (P1 × P1,O(a, b)).
Example 3.9. There are 18 smooth toric Fano 3-folds (cf. [Bat], [WW]). For an
integral polytope P ⊂ R3 such that XP is a smooth Fano 3-fold and LP = −KXP ,
we can easily find a projection π : R3 → R and u′ ∈ Q as in Remark 3.7 and compute
ε(XP , LP ; 1P ). As a consequence, we have
ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) =

4 if XP = P
3
3 if XP = PP1(OP1 ⊕OP1 ⊕OP1(1))
2 otherwise.
Example 3.10. We can generalize the estimation in Example 1.4. For rational
numbers a1, . . . , an ≥ 0, set P = conv(e1, . . . , en,−
∑n
i=1 aiei) ⊂ Rn. Then it holds
that
ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) ≥ min
1≤i≤n
ai + · · · + an + 1
ai+1 + · · ·+ an + 1 .(†)
We show (†) by induction of n. When n = 1, ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) = |P | = a1 + 1. Thus
(†) holds.
Assume (†) holds for n − 1. We apply Theorem 3.6 to the projection π : Rn → R
onto the n-th factor, P , and 0 ∈ π(P )∩Q. Then P (0) = π−1(0)∩P = conv(e1, . . . , en−1,−1/(an+
1)
∑n−1
i=1 aiei) and π(P ) = [−an, 1] ⊂ R. By induction hypothesis,
ε(XP (0), LP (0); 1P (0)) ≥ min
1≤i≤n−1
ai/(an + 1) + · · ·+ an−1/(an + 1) + 1
ai+1/(an + 1) + · · ·+ an−1/(an + 1) + 1
= min
1≤i≤n−1
ai + · · · + an + 1
ai+1 + · · · + an + 1
holds. By Theorem 3.6, it follows that
ε(XP , LP ; 1P ) ≥ min{ε(Xpi(P ), Lpi(P ); 1pi(P )), ε(XP (0), LP (0); 1P (0))}
≥ min
{
an + 1, min
1≤i≤n−1
ai + · · ·+ an + 1
ai+1 + · · ·+ an + 1
}
= min
1≤i≤n
ai + · · · + an + 1
ai+1 + · · ·+ an + 1 .
We will use this lower bound in Section 4.
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3.2. At a point in any orbit. Next, we consider the Seshadri constant on a toric
variety at a point not contained in the maximal orbit. For a polytope σ ⊂ MR, we
denote by σ−σ the Minkowski sum of σ and −σ. The linear space spanned by σ−σ
is denoted by R(σ − σ).
Definition 3.11. Let P be an integral polytope of dimension n inMR, and v a vertex
of P . We define s(P ; v) to be the minimum length of an edge of P containing the
vertex v; in symbols, we have
s(P ; v) = min{ |τ |Mτ | v ≺ τ ≺ P,dim τ = 1} ∈ N \ 0,
where Mτ = R(τ − τ) ∩M and we consider τ as a subset in (Mτ )R = R(τ − τ) by a
parallel translation. If M = {0}, we set s(P ; v) = +∞ for P = v = {0}.
Let σ be a face of an n-dimensional integral polytope P ⊂ MR. Let π : MR →
MR/R(σ−σ) be the natural projection and setM ′ = π(M), P ′ = π(P ), and v′ = π(σ).
Note that P ′ is an integral polytope in M ′R = MR/R(σ − σ) and v′ is a vertex of
P ′. The following proposition says that we can reduce the study of ε(XP , LP ; p)
for p ∈ Oσ to that of ε(Xσ , Lσ; 1σ). We can regard σ as an integral polytope in
(R(σ − σ) ∩M)R = R(σ − σ) by a parallel translation, hence we can consider the
polarized toric variety (Xσ, Lσ).
Proposition 3.12. Let σ be a face of an n-dimensional integral polytope P ⊂ MR.
Set π : MR →MR/R(σ − σ), P ′ = π(P ), and v′ = π(σ) as above. Then,
ε(XP , LP ; p) = min{ε(Xσ , Lσ; 1σ), s(P ′; v′)}
holds for any p ∈ Oσ.
Proof. We may assume 0 ∈ σ, thus v′ = 0 in M ′ = π(M).
Firstly, we show ε(XP , LP ; p) ≤ min{ε(Xσ , Lσ; p), s(P ′; v′)}. The torus action im-
plies that ε(Xσ , Lσ; p) = ε(Xσ , Lσ ; 1σ). Since LP |Xσ = Lσ, the inequality
ε(XP , LP ; p) ≤ ε(Xσ , Lσ; p)(♭)
is clear from the natural inclusion Xσ →֒ XP . By the definition of π, there is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between Ξ := {τ |σ ≺ τ ≺ P, dim τ = dimσ + 1} and
Ξ′ := {τ ′ | v′ ≺ τ ′ ≺ P ′, dim τ ′ = 1} by sending τ ∈ Ξ to π(τ) ∈ Ξ′. Fix τ ′ ∈ Ξ′ and
let τ ∈ Ξ be the corresponding face of P . Then by Theorem 3.6, ε(Xτ , Lτ ; q) ≤ |τ ′|
holds for any q ∈ Oτ . Since codim(Xσ,Xτ ) = 1 and Xτ is normal, Xτ is smooth at
p. Therefore by the lower semicontinuity of Seshadri constants (see [La2, Example
5.1.11]), it holds that ε(XP , LP ; p) ≤ ε(Xτ , Lτ ; p) ≤ ε(Xτ , Lτ ; q) ≤ |τ ′|. By the
definition of s(P ′; v′), we have
ε(XP , LP ; p) ≤ min
τ ′∈Ξ′
|τ ′| = s(P ′; v′).(♮)
From (♭) and (♮), it follows that ε(XP , LP ; p) ≤ min{ε(Xσ , Lσ ; p), s(P ′; v′)}.
Next we show the opposite inequality. Let C be a curve on XP containing p. It is
enough to show
C.LP ≥ multp(C) ·min{ε(Xσ , Lσ; p), s(P ′; v′)}.(♯)
Case 1. C ⊂ Xσ.
In this case, C.LP ≥ multp(C) · ε(Xσ , Lσ; p) is clear by the definition of Seshadri
constants, thus (♯) holds.
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Case 2. C 6⊂ Xσ.
We use the following claim.
Claim 3.13. In this case, there exist τ ′ ∈ Ξ′ and an effective divisor D ∈ |LP ⊗m|τ
′|
p |
on XP such that C 6⊂ SuppD.
Proof of Claim 3.13. For τ ′ ∈ Ξ′, let v′τ ′ be the vertex of τ ′ different from v′. If τ ∈ Ξ
corresponds to τ ′, there exists a vertex vτ of τ such that π(vτ ) = v
′
τ ′ . Many vertices
of τ may satisfy this condition, but we choose one of them. Let xvτ ∈ H0(XP , LP ) be
the section corresponding to vτ , and Dvτ ∈ |LP | the corresponding effective divisor
on XP . Since SuppDvτ =
⋃
vτ /∈ρ≺P
Xρ, we have⋂
τ∈Ξ
SuppDvτ =
⋃
vτ /∈ρ for∀τ∈Ξ
Xρ.
By the choices of vτ , σ does not contain any vτ . If ρ ≻ σ and ρ 6= σ, then ρ contains
some τ ∈ Ξ, hence vτ ∈ τ ⊂ ρ. Consequently, it holds that
Xσ ⊂
⋂
τ∈Ξ
SuppDvτ ⊂ Xσ ∪
⋃
σ 6≺ρ≺P
Xρ.
Since
⋃
σ 6≺ρ≺P Xρ is a closed set not containing p,
⋂
τ∈Ξ SuppDvτ coincides with Xσ
around p. Now C contains p and is not contained in Xσ by assumption, thus C is
not contained in
⋂
τ∈Ξ SuppDvτ . Hence we can choose τ0 ∈ Ξ such that SuppDvτ0
does not contain C. Let τ ′0 ∈ Ξ′ be the corresponding face, and set e′ = |τ ′0|−1v′τ ′0 ∈
M ′. Since v′ = 0, τ ′0 is the convex hull of v
′ and v′τ ′0
. Then e′ is the generator of
R(τ ′0 − τ ′0) ∩ M ′ = Rτ ′0 ∩ M ′ ∼= Z contained in τ ′0. Fix e ∈ M ∩ π−1(e′). Since
v′τ ′0
= |τ ′0|e′, u := vτ0 − |τ ′0|e is contained in π−1(0)∩M = R(σ− σ)∩M . This means
xvτ0 = xu · (xe)|τ ′0| is contained in H0(XP , LP ⊗m|τ
′|
p ), hence this τ ′0 and Dvτ0 satisfy
the condition in the claim. 
If there exists such a divisor D in Claim 3.13, (♯) holds since
C.LP = C.D ≥ multp(C) · |τ ′| ≥ multp(C) · s(P ′; v′).
Thus the proof of the proposition is completed. 
Remark 3.14. For a vertex v ≺ P , we have ε(XP , LP ; p) = s(P ; v) for the torus
invariant point p = Ov by Proposition 3.12. When XP is smooth, this is proved by
[B+, Corollary 4.2.2].
Example 3.15. Let P be as in Example 1.4. For any 1-dimensional face σ of P ,
s(P ′, v′) = |P ′| = 3 and ε(Xσ , Lσ; 1σ) = 1. (We use notations in Proposition 3.12
here.) Thus, we obtain ε(XP , LP ; p) = min{1, 3} = 1 for p ∈ Oσ. For any vertex
v ≺ P and p = Ov, ε(XP , LP ; p) = s(P ; v) = 1 by Remark 3.14. Thus we have
ε(XP , LP ; p) = 1 for p ∈ XP \OP .
Example 3.16. For an integral polytope P ⊂ R3 such that XP is a smooth Fano
3-fold and LP = −KXP , we can easily compute ε(XP , LP ; p) for any p by Theorem
3.6 and Proposition 3.12. As a consequence, we know ε(XP , LP ; p) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} for
such P and any p ∈ XP .
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4. Seshadri constants and toric degenerations
In the previous section, we study the Seshadri constants on toric varieties. In this
section, we investigate non-toric cases by using toric degenerations.
Definition 4.1. Let L be a nef R-divisor on a projective variety X, and m =
(m1, . . . ,mr) ∈ Rr≥0 \ 0 for r > 0. We say L(m) or L(m1, . . . ,mr) is nef (resp.
ample) if so is
µ∗L−
r∑
i=1
miEi,
where p1, . . . , pr are very general r points on X, µ : X˜ → X is the blowing up at
p1, . . . , pr, and Ei is the exceptional divisor over pi. In other words, L(m) is nef if
and only if ε(X,L;m) ≥ 1.
Remark 4.2. To show the nefness of L(m), it is enough to show µ∗L −∑ri=1miEi
is nef for one choice of p1, . . . , pr. This follows from the openness of the ampleness
condition as [Bi, Lemma.6.1.A].
By using degenerations, we can show the nefness (resp. ampleness) of a divisor from
the nefness (resp. ampleness) of other divisors. The following lemma is a straightfor-
ward generalization of Theorem 2.A in [Bi], so we leave the proof to the reader.
Lemma 4.3. Let f : X → T be a flat projective morphism over a smooth variety T
with reduced and irreducible general fibers, and L an f -nef (resp. f -ample) divisor on
X . Let Xt = f−1(t) be the scheme theoretic fiber of f , Lt = L|Xt for t ∈ T . Assume
that Yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r are irreducible components of the central fiber X0 where 0 ∈ T
with the reduced structures (other components may exist). If we assume the following:
(i) X0 is reduced at the generic point of Yi for any i,
(ii) There exist ki ∈ N and m(i) = (m(i)1 , . . . ,m(i)ki ) ∈ R
ki
≥0 \ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r such
that L|Yi(m(i)) is nef (resp. ample) for any i,
then Lt(m
(1), . . . ,m(r)) is nef (resp. ample) for very general t ∈ T .
Lemma 4.3 tells us a strategy to obtain lower bounds for (multi-point) Seshadri
constants at very general points: Finding degenerations to (unions of) polarized va-
rieties whose Seshadri constants are more computable, such as toric varieties. For
example, if the central fiber X0 is reduced and irreducible, and the normalization of
(X0,L|X0) is isomorphic to (XP , LP ) for an integral polytope P ⊂MR, then we have
ε(Xt, Lt; 1) ≥ ε(X0,L|X0 ; 1) = ε(XP , LP ; 1) for very general t.
In the rest of this paper, we give some explicit estimations or computations of
Seshadri constants by using this strategy.
4.1. Hypersurfaces and complete intersections in projective spaces. In this
subsection, we study Seshadri constants on hypersurfaces or complete intersections
in projective spaces. For positive integers d1, . . . , dk and n, we denote by X
n
d1,...,dk
a
very general complete intersection of hypersurfaces of degrees d1, . . . , dk in P
n+k.
Firstly, we estimate ε(X,O(1); 1) for a very general complete intersection X.
Proposition 4.4. Let d1, . . . , dk and n be positive integers. Suppose that there exist
a positive integer c and natural numbers l1, . . . , lk such that
∑k
j=1 lj = n and dj ≥ c lj
hold for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k. We have ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) ≥ c.
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In particular, ε(Xnd ,O(1); 1) ≥ ⌊ n
√
d⌋ holds for any d ∈ N \ 0.
Proof. We prove this proposition by 3 steps.
Step 1. Firstly, we find a toric variety which is a complete intersection of hypersur-
faces of degrees d1, . . . , dk in P
n+k. Let d
(i)
j be natural numbers for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
j ≤ k such that 1 +∑ni=1 d(i)j = dj holds for any j. Let X ⊂ Pn+k be the subvariety
defined by the following homogeneous polynomials
T d10 − T
d
(1)
1
1 T
d
(2)
1
2 · · · T
d
(n)
1
n Tn+1
T d2n+1− T
d
(1)
2
1 T
d
(2)
2
2 · · · T
d
(n)
2
n Tn+2
...
T dkn+k−1− T
d
(1)
k
1 T
d
(2)
k
2 · · · T
d
(n)
k
n Tn+k,
where T0, . . . , Tn+k are the homogeneous coordinates on P
n+k.
Let P be the image of the standard simplex conv(0, e1, . . . , en+k) ⊂ Rn+k by the
lattice projection
π : Rn+k = (Zn+k)R → (Zn+k/Λ)R,
where Λ is the subgroup of Zn+k spanned by
∑n
i=1 d
(i)
1 ei + en+1 and
∑n
i=1 d
(i)
j ei −
djen+j−1 + en+j for 2 ≤ j ≤ k. By construction, the generators of Λ correspond
to the given system of homogeneous polynomials. For example,
∑n
i=1 d
(i)
1 ei + en+1
corresponds to the binomial T d10 − T
d
(1)
1
1 T
d
(2)
1
2 · · ·T
d
(n)
1
n Tn+1. By Lemma 3.3, (X,O(1))
is a toric variety whose normalization is (XP , LP ). Since X
n
d1,...,dk
degenerates to X,
we have ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) ≥ ε(X,O(1); 1) = ε(XP , LP ; 1) by Lemma 4.3. Thus it
suffices to show ε(XP , LP ; 1) ≥ c for a suitable choice of d(i)j .
Step 2. Secondly, we estimate ε(XP , LP ; 1) by d
(i)
j . We denote π(el) by [el] for
1 ≤ l ≤ n+ k. Since the coefficient of en+1 in
∑n
i=1 d
(i)
1 ei + en+1 and that of en+j in∑n
i=1 d
(i)
j ei− djen+j−1+ en+j are 1 for 2 ≤ j ≤ k, we can take [e1], . . . , [en] as a basis
of Zn+k/Λ. Since [en+1] = −
∑n
i=1 d
(i)
1 [ei] and [en+j ] = −
∑n
i=1 d
(i)
j [ei] + dj [en+j−1],
we can show [en+k] = −
∑n
i=1 a
(i)ei for
a(i) =
k∑
j=1
d
(i)
j dj+1 · · · dk
= d
(i)
1 d2 · · · dk + · · ·+ d(i)k−1dk + d(i)k .
It is easy to see that P is the convex hull of [e1], . . . , [en], and [en+k]. By Example
3.10, we have
ε(XP , LP ; 1) ≥ min
1≤i≤n
b(i)/b(i+1),
where b(i) = a(i) + a(i+1) + · · ·+ a(n) + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and b(n+1) = 1.
Step 3. The complete intersectionXnd1,...,dk =
⋂
jX
n+k−1
dj
degenerates to
⋂
j(X
n+k−1
c lj
∪
Xn+k−1
dj−c
lj
). Since Xn+k−1
c lj
and Xn+k−1
dj−c
lj
are very general, Xn
c l1 ,...,c lk
=
⋂
j X
n+k−1
c lj
is an
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irreducible component of
⋂
j(X
n+k−1
c lj
∪ Xn+k−1
dj−c
lj
). By applying Lemma 4.3 to this
degeneration, we have
ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) ≥ ε(Xnc l1 ,...,c lk ,O(1); 1).
Thus it is enough to show this proposition for dj = c
lj .
Let us define d
(i)
j for dj = c
lj such that b(i)/b(i+1) = c for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Set
d
(i)
j =
{
(c− 1)chj−i if hj−1 < i ≤ hj
0 otherwise,
where hj = l1+· · ·+lj for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and h0 = 0. In particular, we have hk =
∑
j lj = n
and
∑
i d
(i)
j = c
lj − 1 = dj − 1. For each hj−1 < i ≤ hj , we have
a(i) = dj+1 · · · dk(c− 1)chj−i = (c− 1)cn−i.
Hence b(i) = cn+1−i holds for any i and we obtain b(i)/b(i+1) = cn+1−i/cn−i = c, which
proves this proposition. 
If we choose d
(i)
j carefully, we may obtain a better estimation than that of Proposi-
tion 4.4. We use notations in the proof of Proposition 4.4 in the following examples.
Example 4.5. Let 2 ≤ d1 ≤ . . . ≤ dk be positive integers such that
∑
j dj ≤ n + k.
Then Xnd1,...,dk is a Fano n-fold such that −KXnd1,...,dk = O(n + k + 1 −
∑
j dj). If∑
j dj < n + k, it is known that X
n
d1,...,dk
is covered by lines (cf. [Deb, Proposition
2.13]). Hence we have ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) = 1.
If
∑
j dj = n+ k, then X
n
d1,...,dk
is a Fano n-fold such that −KXn
d1,...,dk
= O(1). We
can show ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) = dk/(dk − 1) as follows.
We define d
(i)
j by
d
(i)
j =
{
1 if h′j−1 < i ≤ h′j
0 otherwise,
where h′j = (d1− 1) + · · ·+ (dj − 1). Note h′k =
∑k
j=1(dj − 1) =
∑
j dj − k = n. Then
we have a(i) = dj+1 · · · dk and b(i) = dj+1 · · · dk(h′j+2− i) for h′j−1 < i ≤ h′j . By Steps
1 and 2 in the proof of Proposition 4.4, we have
ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) ≥ min1≤i≤n
b(i)
b(i+1)
= min
1≤j≤k
dj
dj − 1 =
dk
dk − 1 .
Next, we show ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) ≤ dk/(dk − 1) by finding a curve C ⊂ Xnd1,...,dk
such that C.O(1)/multp(C) = dk/(dk − 1) for any very general point p ∈ Xnd1,...,dk .
Let F1, . . . , Fk be homogeneous polynomials in C[T0, . . . , Tn+k] of degrees d1, . . . , dk
respectively such that Xnd1,...,dk = (F1 = · · · = Fk = 0). We may assume p = [1 : 0 :
· · · : 0] ∈ Pn+k. Then there exist homogeneous polynomials F ij ∈ C[T1, . . . , Tn+k] such
that degF ij = i and Fj =
∑dj
i=1 T
dj−i
0 F
i
j . Let Dj and D
i
j ⊂ Pn+k be the hypersurfaces
defined by Fj and F
i
j respectively. Consider
dj⋂
i=1
Dij = (F
1
j = · · · = F djj = 0) ⊂ Dj
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for 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, and
dk−2⋂
i=1
Dik ∩ (T0F dk−1k + F dkk = 0) = (F 1k = · · · = F dk−2k = T0F dk−1k + F dkk = 0) ⊂ Dk.
The F ij are very general because X
n
d1,...,dk
and p are very general. Hence
C :=
k−1⋂
j=1
dj⋂
i=1
Dij ∩
(
dk−2⋂
i=1
Dik ∩ (T0F dk−1k + F dkk = 0)
)
is a complete intersection curve in Pn+k, and p ∈ C ⊂ ∩kj=1Dj = Xnd1,...,dk . By
definition,
degC =
k−1∏
j=1
dj ! · (dk − 2)! · dk, multp(C) =
k−1∏
j=1
dj ! · (dk − 1)!
hold. Thus we have
ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) = ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); p) ≤
degC
multp(C)
=
dk
dk − 1 .
Therefore it follows that ε(Xnd1,...,dk ,O(1); 1) = dk/(dk − 1).
For example, we have
ε(X34 ,O(1); 1) = 4/3, ε(X32,3,O(1); 1) = 3/2, ε(X32,2,2,O(1); 1) = 2
when n = 3.
Example 4.6. When k = 1, we write d = d1, d
(i) = d
(i)
1 for simplicity. Then,
a(i) = d(i) for any i. Thus we have
ε(Xnd ,O(1); 1) ≥ min
1≤i≤n
d(i) + · · ·+ d(n) + 1
d(i+1) + · · ·+ d(n) + 1 .
In other words,
ε(Xnd ,O(1); 1) ≥ min
{
cn
1
,
cn−1
cn
, . . . ,
c2
c3
,
c1
c2
}
holds for any increase sequence of positive integers 1 ≤ cn ≤ cn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ c1 = d. For
instance, ε(X322,O(1); 1) ≥ min{3/1, 8/3, 22/8} = 8/3 follows from 1 ≤ 3 ≤ 8 ≤ 22.
When n = 2, set c1 = d, c2 = ⌈
√
d ⌉. Then ε(X2d ,O(1); 1) ≥ min{⌈
√
d ⌉, d/⌈
√
d ⌉} =
d/⌈
√
d ⌉ holds. From this and Proposition 4.4, we have
ε(X2d ,O(1); 1) ≥ max{⌊
√
d ⌋, d/⌈
√
d ⌉}.
When d ≥ 4, ε(X2d ,O(1); 1) ≥ ⌊
√
d ⌋ follows from Proposition 1 in [St] as well since
PicX = ZOX(1). But d/⌈
√
d ⌉ is a new estimation. For example, ε(X27 ,O(1); 1) ≥
7/3 holds.
Remark 4.7. The final part of Proposition 4.4, i.e., ε(Xnd ,O(1); 1) ≥ ⌊ n
√
d⌋, can be
easily shown without using estimations in toric cases as follows.
By the first statement of Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 4.4, we may assume
d = cn for c ∈ N\0. We consider the embedding i : Pn →֒ PN defined by |OPn(c)|. By
a suitable linear projection π : PN 99K Pn+1, π ◦ i : Pn → Pn+1 is a finite birational
morphism onto the image Y := π ◦ i(Pn). Thus ε(Y,O(1); 1) = ε(Pn,O(c); 1) = c
holds since (π ◦ i)∗OY (1) = OPn(c). By definition Y is a hypersurface of degree d in
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Pn+1, henceXnd degenerates to Y . Therefore we have ε(X
n
d ,O(1); 1) ≥ ε(Y,O(1); 1) =
c = ⌊ n√d⌋ by the lower semicontinuity of Seshadri constants.
We also have the following observation: Seshadri constants at very general points
take maximal values for hypersurfaces in projective spaces.
For any polarized variety (X,L) such that L is very ample,
ε(X,L;m) ≤ ε(Xnd ,O(1);m)
holds for any m ∈ Rr≥0 \ 0, where n = dimX and d = Ln.
Next, we study multi-point cases. The following lemma looks like Theorem 2.A in
[Bi].
Lemma 4.8. Let d1, . . . , dk, a, b, and n be positive integers for k ∈ N. We denote by
La, Lb, and La+b the invertible sheaf O(1) on Xnd1,...,dk,a,Xnd1,...,dk,b, and Xnd1,...,dk,a+b
respectively. If La(m1) and Lb(m2) are nef (resp. ample) for m1 ∈ Rr1≥0 \ 0 and
m2 ∈ Rr2≥0 \ 0, then La+b(m1,m2) is also nef (resp. ample).
Proof. A very general hypersurface Xn+ka+b ⊂ Pn+k+1 of degree a + b degenerates to
the union Xn+ka ∪ Xn+kb of hypersurfaces of degrees a and b. Thus Xnd1,...,dk,a+b =
Xn+1d1,...,dk ∩X
n+k
a+b degenerates to X
n+1
d1,...,dk
∩ (Xn+ka ∪Xn+kb ) = Xnd1,...,dk,a ∪Xnd1,...,dk,b.
Applying Lemma 4.3 to this degeneration, this lemma follows. 
As a corollary of Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.3 or Lemma 4.8, we obtain estimates
for multi-point Seshadri constants on hypersurfaces in projective spaces.
Theorem 4.9 (=Theorem 1.10). For a very general hypersurface Xnd of degree d in
Pn+1, we have
⌊ n
√
d/(mn1 + · · ·+mnr )⌋ ≤ ε(Xnd ,O(1);m) ≤ n
√
d/(mn1 + · · ·+mnr )
for any m = (m1, . . . ,mr) ∈ Nr \ 0.
Proof. The second inequality is clear since OXn
d
(1)n = d. Thus it remains to prove
the first inequality. For simplicity, set c = ⌊ n√d/(mn1 + · · ·+mnr )⌋. Let d1, . . . , dr be
natural numbers such that d = d1 + . . .+ dr and di ≥ (cmi)n. We can choose such di
because d ≥ ∑i(cmi)n. By Proposition 4.4, ε(Xndi ,O(1); 1) ≥ cmi holds. Note that
cmi is an integer. Since X
n
d degenerates to
⋃r
i=1X
n
di
, we can apply Lemma 4.3 and
we know Ld(cm1, . . . , cmr) is nef, where Ld is the invertible sheaf O(1) on Xnd . Hence
ε(Xnd ,O(1);m) ≥ c holds. 
Remark 4.10. Theorem 4.9 tells us an interesting property of the nef cone Nef(X˜)
of the blowing up π : X˜ → X along very general points p1, . . . , pr in X = Xnd . Set
Ei = π
−1(pi) be the exceptional divisor over pi.
We identify Rr with the affine hyperplane π∗OX(1) +
⊕r
i=1 REi ⊂ N1(X˜) by
sending m = (m1, . . . ,mr) ⊂ Rr to π∗OX(1)−
∑r
i=1miEi. Under this identification,
Nef(X˜) ∩ Rr is equal to {m ∈ Rr |π∗OX(1) −
∑r
i=1miEi is nef }. Since the self
intersection number of a nef line bundle is non-negative, we have Nef(X˜) ∩ Rr ⊂
∆nd := {m ∈ Rr≥0 |
∑r
i=1m
n
i ≤ d}.
Theorem 4.9 can be rephrased as
conv(Nr ∩∆nd ) ⊂ Nef(X˜) ∩ Rr ⊂ ∆nd .
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Since ∆nd =
n
√
d∆n1 , Nef(X˜) ∩ Rr is “close to” ∆nd for d≫ n, r.
4.2. Fano 3-folds with Picard number one. In this subsection, we estimate Se-
shadri constants on a smooth Fano 3-fold X with Picard number 1. In other words, X
is a smooth projective variety of dimension 3 such that −KX is ample and PicX ∼= Z.
The index of X is the positive integer r such that −KX = rH, where H ∈ PicX is
the ample generator.
Toric degenerations of Fano 3-folds are studied by many authors. Small toric
degenerations of Fano 3-folds are treated by [Ga], and [CI] investigated complete
intersection cases in (weighted) projective spaces and homogeneous spaces. In [ILP],
Ilten, Lewis, and Przyjalkowski studied remaining cases of Fano 3-folds with Picard
number 1. They showed that every smooth Fano 3-fold with Picard number 1 has
a toric degeneration and gave an explicit description of the moment polytope of the
central fiber. Most of the degenerations in [ILP] give good lower bounds for Seshadri
constants.
Example 4.11. LetX ⊂ P(1, 1, 1, 1, 3) be a very general hypersurface of degree 6. By
[ILP, First Main Theorem], (X,O(1)) degenerates to (XP , LP ) as a Q-polarized vari-
ety for P := conv(e1, e2, e3,−1/3(e1 + e2 + e3)) ⊂ R3. Thus we have ε(X,O(1); 1) ≥
ε(XP , LP ; 1) ≥ 6/5 by Example 3.10 and Lemma 4.3.
Although we can show ε(X,O(1); 1) ≤ 6/5 by the method used in Example 4.5,
we present a more geometric argument (though both proofs are essentially same).
Fix a very general point p ∈ X. Define p′ ∈ X by {p, p′} := ϕ−1(ϕ(p)), where
ϕ : X → P3 is the double cover defined by |OX(1)|. Since dimH0(X,OX (3)) = 21
and dimOX/m4p = 20, there exists S ∈ |OX(3)⊗m4p|. Then multp(S) = 4 because X
and p are very general. It is not hard to see that S does not contain p′. Let π : X˜ → X
be the blowing up at {p, p′}, and set E,E′ to be the exceptional divisors over p and
p′ respectively. Let S˜ ⊂ X˜ be the strict transform of S, and set ψ = ϕ|S˜ : S˜ → S and
F = E|
S˜
. Then F 2 = −multp(S) = −4. Since ϕ∗OX(1)−E−E′ is base point free, so
is (ϕ∗OX(1)−E−E′)|S˜ = ψ∗OS(1)−F . Let f : S˜ → P2 be the morphism defined by
ϕ∗OS(1) − F . By ε(S,O(1); p) ≥ ε(X,O(1); p) > 1, we know ϕ∗OS(1) − F is ample.
Thus f is a finite morphism. Since f∗F.OP2(1) = F.f∗OP2(1) = F.(ϕ∗OS(1)−F ) = 4,
we have f∗F ∼ OP2(4). Thus D := f∗f∗F −F ∼ ψ∗OS(4)−5F is an effective divisor.
Hence ψ∗OS(1) − 6/5F is not ample because D.(ψ∗OS(1) − 6/5F ) = (ψ∗OS(4) −
5F ).(ψ∗OS(1)−6/5F ) = 0. Thus ε(X,O(1); 1) = ε(X,O(1); p) ≤ ε(S,O(1); p) ≤ 6/5
holds and we have ε(X,O(1), 1) = 6/5.
It is known that there are 17 families of smooth Fano 3-folds with Picard number
1. For each case, we can compute the Seshadri constant as follows.
Theorem 4.12 (=Theorem 1.8). For each family of smooth Fano 3-folds with Picard
number 1, ε(X,−KX ; 1) is as in Table 1, where X is a very general member in the
family.
Proof. For No.1 - 4 in Table 1, ε(X,−KX ; 1) is computed in Examples 4.5 and 4.11.
(In fact, degenerations in [ILP] for No.2 - 4 give same lower bounds as Example 4.5
though some of their degenerations are different from those in Example 4.5.)
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For No.5 - 17, we can show the following by using toric degenerations.
ε(X,−KX ; 1) ≥

2 for No.5 - 15
3 for No.16
4 for No.17.
(‡)
Except for No.11, these lower bounds are obtained by applying Theorem 3.6 and
Lemma 4.3 to the degenerations in [ILP, First Main Theorem]. In No.11 case, we
consider the following degeneration, whose construction is essentially same as Propo-
sition 4.4.
Let T0, T1, T2, T3, T4 be weighted homogeneous coordinates on P(1, 1, 1, 2, 3) with
deg T0 = degT1 = deg T2 = 1,deg T3 = 2,deg T4 = 3. Then X0 := Zeros(T
2
4 −
T 21 T
2
2 T3) ⊂ P(1, 1, 1, 2, 3) is a non-normal toric variety whose moment polytope is
P = conv(0, e1, e2,−e1 − e2 + e3). A very general hypersurface X in P(1, 1, 1, 2, 3)
of degree 6 degenerates to X0. Since −KX = OX(2), (X,−KX) degenerates to
(X0,OX0(2)). Thus ε(X,−KX ; 1) ≥ ε(X0,OX0(2); 1) = ε(X2P , L2P ; 1) = 2.
Next, we think about the upper bounds. For No.5 - 10, it is known that X is
covered by conics, i.e., for any general p ∈ X, there exists a smooth rational curve C
containing p such that C.(−KX) = 2 (cf. [IP, Chapter 4]). Thus ε(X,−KX ; 1) ≤ 2
in these cases. For No.11 - 15, −KX = 2H holds for the ample generator H. Assume
that ε(X,−KX ; 1) > 2, i.e., −KX˜ = µ∗(−KX) − 2E = 2(µ∗H − E) is ample for the
blowing up µ : X˜ → X at a very general point p ∈ X and E = µ−1(p). Then X˜ is a
Fano 3-fold of index 2, i.e., a Del Pezzo 3-fold, and the Picard number is 2. By the
classification of Del Pezzo manifolds (cf. [IP, §12.1]), (−K
X˜
)3 = 8(π∗H−E)3 must be
8 · 6 or 8 · 7, which contradicts H3 ≤ 5. Thus ε(X,−KX ; 1) ≤ 2 holds for No.11 - 15.
For No.16 and 17, X is covered by lines since X is a smooth quadric or P3. Hence
ε(X,−KX ; 1) = r ε(X,H; 1) ≤ r holds for the index r and the ample generator H for
No.16 and 17.
Thus the inequalities in (‡) are in fact equalities, and the proof is completed. 
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